
is another objective that the GA could optimize.
The approach used here is also adaptable. On any particular project, the designer can con�gure the GA

to focus on optimizing certain constraints (such as cable costs and raceway �ll) at the expense of others (such
as cable weight violations that may be corrected by extra supports). By setting the constraint weights, the
designer is essentially customizing the GA to optimize pertinent constraints appropriately.

In closing, it is clear there exists a need for optimizing and automating the task of routing a large
number of cables within a raceway system. Designers would like to optimize multiple routing constraints
simultaneously. Experiments indicate that a genetic algorithm is one approach that can �ll this need. A
GA can simultaneously route a number of cables optimizing cable cost, voltage drop, raceway and cable
weight violations based on the importance of each constraint in the desired solution. It is possible to extend
this optimization approach to consider many other constraints as well. The GA optimization is much more
e�cient and cost e�ective than the current cable routing method.
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Figure 3: Results on test set A, w1 = w2 = 1 :0; w3 = 1 :0; w4 = 0.
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Figure 2: Results on test set A, w1 = w2 = 1 :0; w3 = w4 = 0.

cost solution as shown in Figure 3.
Test set B was designed to challenge the GA. Cables were selected such that it was extremely di�cult or

impossible to keep from over�lling and overweighing some raceway sections, regardless of the cable con�gu-
ration. This forces the GA to minimize these two violations even if it cannot eliminate them. The GA must
also maintain su�ciently low voltage drop levels for all cables. Finally, the GA must minimize overall cable
cost, but not at the expense of the other constraints. Keep in mind that optimizing these four constraints
may be both conicting (minimizing cable cost may increase �ll violations) and cooperative (minimizing
cable cost tends to reduce voltage violations, since both relate to cable length). Therefore, the constraint
weights must be set carefully.

The most important task is minimizing the number of over�lled and overweight raceway sections. Min-
imizing voltage drop violations is not quite as important, and minimizing cable cost is least important. It
is not desirable for the GA to favor inexpensive con�gurations that violate other constraints. Constraint
weights were set to reect this desire: w1 = 0 :1; w2 = 1 :0; w3 = 1 :0 andw4 = 0 :5. Figure 4 shows the results
of this experiment.

The average number of over�lled and overweight section violations converges to 1.6 and 2.8 segments
respectively. The average total cable cost converges to $1233.60, and the number of cables that violate the
legal voltage drop levels always converges to zero. The best solution found in terms of both overweight and
over�ll violations has 1 �ll violation and 2 weight violations, with a total cable cost of $1304.07. The best
solution in terms of total cable cost converges to a price of $1116.37 and a total of 1 over�ll and 4 overweight
violations.

Conclusions

The GA approach to bulk cable routing has several advantages, including e�ciency. Experiments show
that the GA can search through the large, complex space of routing con�gurations and �nd near optimal-
con�gurations in a relatively short time. For large projects, generating cable route schedules using the
current method can take on the order of man years. The GA can reduce that time to an order of man hours
or days, potentially yielding signi�cant savings in the design phase.

The GA solution presented is also expandable. In addition to the cable cost, �ll, weight and voltage
objectives implemented here, one can consider other objectives in the GA �tness evaluation. Excessive heat
dissipation within a raceway section may cause a decrease in the cable ampacity, therefore requiring derating.
One could minimize the number of cables that require derating due to heat dissipation in the search, through
the addition of another weighted �tness component. The total cost due to power loss over a period of time
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Figure 1: Results on test set A, w1 = 1 :0; wj = 0 :0; j >1.

mating pool through selection, one must perform genetic operations on each prospective population member.
This implementation uses crossover probability pc = 0 :95, mutation probabilitypm = 0 :005, and a population
size of 100. The next section discusses experimental results from this implementation.

Results

The GA bulk cable routing implementation was tested on two data sets, test set A and test set B. The EE
Raceway design �les for these data sets contain 20 pieces of electrical equipment and consist of roughly 1000
feet of cable tray and conduit. The EE Cms cable data sets contain 10 and 60 cables, respectively. Test set A
is relatively simple with eight potential routes for each cable. In test set B, each cable has 12 to 34 potential
routes between various pieces of equipment. The cheapest possible con�guration for the cables in test set
B is $928.25, and the most expensive is $3399.34. These test sets require 30 and 297 bits respectively to
represent a routing con�guration. Raceway and cable attributes were selected for the purpose of exploring
any de�ciencies or advantages of the GA approach.

The �rst experiment used test set A to see how the GA optimizes the cable cost constraint exclusively.
Ideally, one wants all cables to route through their shortest paths to minimize the total cost. Constraint
weights were con�gured to ignore all constraint �tness values except cable cost (w1 = 1 :0; wj = 0 :0; j >1).
Each cable has a di�erent price per unit length, and the cheapest possible routing con�guration costs $309.11.
Figure 1 shows the average and best cost of 10 runs. On this set of data, the GA converges towards near
optimal cable cost con�gurations after about 15 generations. This experiment indicates that the GA can
indeed work toward an optimal solution based solely on cable cost. However, optimizing cable cost alone is
easy to do without the help of the GA. How does it work when one adds weight to the other constraints and
the optimal solution is less obvious?

The next experiment used the same data set with constraint weights con�gured to optimize both cable
cost and over�lled raceway (w1 = w2 = 1 :0; w3 = w4 = 0). Cable costs and diameters are equal to those
from the previous experiment. The �ll rules assigned to the raceway sections allow no more than eight cables
in any tray, otherwise there will be a �ll violation. To avoid �ll violations, one would expect the GA to
reroute two of the cheaper cables through non-optimal routes allowing the more expensive cable to lie in
their shortest paths. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 2. The GA successfully avoided
over�lling any raceway as it converged towards the optimal cable cost con�guration of $310.85 after 23
generations. The overweight raceway constraint was then increased (w3 = 1 :0) and the raceway parameters
were set such that any more than seven cables in a raceway violate the weight constraint. The GA avoided
violating the �ll and weight constraints in any of the raceway sections and converged toward the optimal
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Language) on an Intergraph 3000 Series workstation. The GA is based on a variation of SGA-C (Smith,
Goldberg, & Earickson, 1991). The cables, raceway and potential routes are generated with portions of
Intergraph's Electrical Engineer Cable Management System (EE Cms) and Electrical Engineer Raceway
(EE Raceway) products (Intergraph, 1993).

Implementation

It is possible to route an arbitrary cable ci through the raceway topology in wi di�erent ways. One can
generate the cable routes for the set of all cables C(ci 2 C) using one of several approaches, such as
dynamic programming (Ruhlen & Shire, 1967) or breadth �rst search. This implementation uses the EE
Cms (Intergraph, 1993) modi�ed breadth �rst search to generate potential routes to all R cables. Routes for
cable ci are denoted Rci(j) and are sorted in ascending order by route length, such that Rci(1) is a shortest
route and Rci(wi) is the longest. Assume that for all cables there is some su�cient value pi = 2ki such that
any route longer Rci(pi) is unacceptable. Using this assumption, the limit wi is transformed to vi by the
function vi = min(wi; pi) for all cables. The limitation to pi potential routes de�nes an upper bound on the
GA chromosome length, and narrows the search space by eliminating unlikely solutions. Each chromosome
contains n binary encoded routes, one for each cable. An individual chromosome is therefore an instance
of all cables routed on some con�guration. Each chromosome requires at most nk bits. To illustrate the
magnitude of the search space, note that the number of di�erent routing con�gurations encoded is 0(2nk).

This application uses binary tournament selection as its selection scheme (Goldberg & Deb, 1990). Single-
point crossover is employed for recombination and point mutation is used.

To determine the �tness of an individual, one must clearly de�ne what is to be optimized. The goal is
to optimize the routing objectives simultaneously. The following equations describe quality metrics for each
objective:

Cost:

g1(x) =
nX

i=1

cost(Rci(x))

Over�ll:

g2(x) =
mX

j=1

over�ll(j)

Weight:

g3(x) =
mX

j=1

overweight(j)

Voltage Drop:

g4(x) =
nX

i=1

voltage(i)

where n is the number of cables and m is the number of raceway segments. Note that one can insert
additional quality metrics. The functions over�ll, overweight, and voltage equal one if the corresponding
constraint is violated, zero otherwise. This is a rather severe constraint function, but it seems e�ective in
this application.

One should minimize the over�ll, overweight and voltage drop objective functions if one is unable to
eliminate them. Any violations will generally require some redesign of the raceway, either through creating
additional paths in the topology or adjusting raceway attributes. Minimizing the number of violations in the
routing con�guration reduces the amount of time spent altering the raceway to overcome those violations.

The primary goal is to minimize the objective cost functions gi simultaneously. A GA typically maximizes
one overall �tness function. Each objective is mapped to a corresponding non-negative �tness function
component, fj . Each component is re-scaled to the zero to one range. These components are assigned
weights, user-speci�able wj. The weighted combination is used as the �tness function.

The weight indicates a scale of importance of one routing constraint over another. The objective function
has now been converted into a normalized �tness function, f(x). Once one evaluates �tness and generates a
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environments. Therefore, the designer must select a routing con�guration that eliminates over�lled
raceway in his design. Accomplishing this may require adding or resizing some raceway sections.

Cable Weight: The designer must consider the total weight of the cables within a span of raceway. Each
raceway section is strong enough to support a maximum cable weight. The designer must either resize
an overweight raceway section or reroute some of the cables within it. Designers want to eliminate
overweight raceway sections.

Voltage Drop: The voltage drop of a cable is the di�erence between the voltages at the transmitting
and receiving ends of a cable. Voltage drop is directly proportional to cable length and inversely
proportional to cable cross-sectional area. Voltage drop that does not fall within a given range requires
an increased cable diameter. A designer would like to �nd a routing con�guration which will maintain
a legal voltage drop level for all cables.

One can quantify each of these constraints and objectives into quality metrics. A combination of these
quality metrics indicates the suitability of one routing con�guration over another. The importance in mini-
mizing each of these constraints varies on the type of project. In low budget projects, minimizing the total
cable cost may be of greatest importance. In nuclear projects, minimizing total cable cost is less important
than eliminating raceway �ll violations. In essence, based on the type of application, each constraint pos-
sesses a weight proportional to optimization importance. There may be many di�erent con�gurations that
are acceptable to the designer. For instance, one generally prefers con�gurations that minimize (or eliminate
if possible) the over�lled and overweight raceway sections and still keep the total cable cost low. Of these
preferred con�gurations, one may consider those that preserve adequate voltage levels to be superior.

The current cable routing method involves selecting and modifying routes individually until the designer
satis�es the routing objectives su�ciently. A designer may route all cables through shortest paths, review
raceway sections and cables that cause constraint violations, and modify those routes through iteration.
This can be a long laborious process. Even if the average time per cable route (cable de�nition, routing,
reviewing, modifying) is a few minutes, large projects take thousands of man hours to complete. Moreover,
this process may overlook opportunities for potentially better solutions. The main problem with this method
is that it is di�cult and time consuming to determine routing con�gurations that optimize all objectives
appropriately. It is unreasonable to evaluate all (or even nearly all) possible routing con�gurations and select
the best as it would require a massive amount of search time. The search space also contains many groups of
con�gurations that tend to be better than others, but are not optimal. One must select a search technique
that avoids local minima in a large, convoluted, ill-conditioned search space.

The Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a procedure that is well suited to ill-conditioned optimization and search
problems where near optimal solutions are su�cient (Holland, 1975). The GA approaches near optimal
solutions in a much more e�cient manner than the exhaustive search. GAs can greatly improve the cable
routing method by searching for near optimal routing con�gurations. The genetic algorithm uses the basic
theory of natural selection and recombination as a model, and extracts concepts from genetic evolution and
adaptation. The GA is essentially oblivious to the problem itself, but it knows how to search for good
solutions by treating the problem as a black-box. The GA evolves a population of strings (chromosomes)
over a number of generations with the intent of producing better strings. These strings represent encodings
of problem parameters. A collection of genetic operators, typically selection, recombination, and mutation,
drive evolution in a manner similar to those mechanisms found in natural systems. The strength behind the
GA comes from its ability to examine numerous similar characteristics, or schemata, between population
members simultaneously. The GA is able to identify highly �t, low order schemata and use them as building
blocks. Future generations receive exponentially increasing numbers of these building blocks. Building blocks
may combine to create: larger building blocks of high �tness. The high degree of computational leverage
derived from the building block hypothesis is called implicit parallelism. A thorough review of GAs is given
by Goldberg (1989).

The sections that follow discuss a GA implementation that harnesses the power of implicit parallelism
to improve on typical cable routing methods. The solution is written in MDL (Microstation Development
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Abstract

In large electrical plant design projects, electrical engineers spend a great deal of time planning
physical routes of cables through a facility. Nuclear power plants generally require routing in excess of
10,000 cables through complicated raceway networks. Electrical designers may select a particular cable
route based on a number of constraints and requirements. The time involved in the overall cable routing
method is not trivial for a large number of cables. To help streamline this method, a genetic algorithm
(GA) can optimize multiple cable routes simultaneously based on a variety of objectives. A designer can
specify the relative importance of each objective. This could save a designer signi�cant design time and
expense. The GA solution presented is e�cient, expandable and adaptable. A designer can customize
the GA to �t the needs of the routing project.

Introduction

In large electrical plant design projects, electrical engineers spend a great deal of time planning physical
routes of cables through a facility. Nuclear power plants generally require routing in excess of 10,000 cables
through complicated raceway networks. It is possible to route n cables in many di�erent con�gurations
through m raceway sections. Some of these con�gurations are better than others. The electrical designer
considers many objectives and constraints. Some typical routing objectives and constraints are:

Total Cable Cost: All designers want to minimize the total cable cost, which includes price per unit length
of cable and installation cost. The designer could minimize this cost by routing each cable through
the shortest path. However, the designer must also consider other objectives and constraints. If the
shortest path for a group of cables fails to satisfy another objective, it is preferable to reroute the
cheaper cables through longer routes, leaving the more expensive cables in place.

Raceway Over�ll: A raceway can physically contain a certain amount of cable. In addition, electrical
projects generally follow a standard set of electrical codes, such as NEC (Early, Murray, Caloggero,
& O'Connor, 1993), which dictate guidelines for placing cables into the raceway. These codes specify
which type of cable is stackable and which must be placed in a single layer. They also specify the
maximum number of cables allowed in a raceway based on the dimension and rating of the raceway
and of the cables. An over�lled raceway section is one found in violation of the �ll rules. Observance
of these rules is often mandatory for both insurance and legal reasons, especially in highly sensitive

�To appear in The Proceedings of The Seventh International Conference on Industrial and Engineering Applications of

Arti�cial Intelligence and Expert Systems.
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